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A New Control Structure for Multi-Terminal dc
Grids to Damp Inter-Area Oscillations
Robert Eriksson, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This article analyzes the control structure of the
multi-terminal dc (MTDC) system to damp ac system interarea oscillations through active power modulation. A new control
structure is presented that maximizes the relative controllability
without the need for communication among the dc terminals.
In point-to-point high voltage dc (HVDC) transmission, the
active power modulation of the two terminals occurs in opposite
directions. In this case the control direction is given and only
needs to be phase compensated to align for maximal damping.
In the case of MTDC systems the control direction interrelates
with the active power modulation share of the dc terminals and
the relative controllability depends on this.
The new control structure eliminates the need of communication between the dc terminals by performing dc voltage feedback
loop shaping. This makes it possible to modulate the power in
one terminal and let the other terminals react on the dc voltage
change. Through loop shaping, where the feedback gain varies in
the frequency plane as compared to the regular droop design, the
control direction is aligned with the direction of highest relative
controllability. The loop shaping takes place without influencing
the high frequency or steady-state gain.
Simulations in the Nordic32 test system show the validity of
the proposed controller and its structure.
Index Terms—Coordinated control, dc voltage control, high
voltage direct current HVDC, multi-terminal dc MTDC,
Nordic32, small signal stability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE increase of renewable energy sources in the European power system, together with development of the
liberalized market have changed the operation of the power
system. As a response to this change, the power technologies
used in the transmission system need to become more flexible,
observable and controllable [1]. Multi-terminal dc (MTDC)
grids would move the power system toward this, if designed
as overlaid meshed grid, and has the potential to connect
renewable energy sources such as offshore wind farms. Future
dc grids are likely to be based on voltage source terminals
(VSC) which have some advantages over the current source
terminal, used in classical high voltage dc (HVDC). However,
there are many challenges to be solved before MTDC grids
are realized in practice.
In multi-terminal configurations, the dc voltage plays a
crucial role when it comes to system control. Therefore,
it is of interest to spread the dc voltage control amongst
different terminals which can be obtained by using a so-called
voltage droop control [2]–[5]. The main advantage of such a
distributed voltage controller is that all controlling terminals
react upon a change in the dc voltage, similarly to the way
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a synchronous generator reacts on frequency changes by the
primary control. The small time scale makes the control of
the dc voltage more challenging, especially when one takes
into account the fact that the dc voltage at the different buses
varies as a result of the power flows through the lines. Much
research has been carried out on the dc voltage droop control
itself; the effects of the controller gains on the ac system and
ancillary services have not received too much attention so far.
Power oscillation damping (POD) control has been studied
for many decades and the supplementary control design for
point-to-point HVDC has been well described in literature
[6]–[12]. Having several controllable devices, e.g. MTDC, in
the system raises the need of coordination. The European
Electric Grid Initiative (EEGI) has listed the increase of
coordination and a pan-European reliability assessment as
essential parts of the future “smarter” grid [13]. Coordination
between controllable devices exists to only a limited extent
today, especially between devices located in different zones
and controlled by different operators. As more devices are
installed, coordinated strategies must be incorporated into the
operation and controller design [14]. If the controllable devices
are not coordinated, negative interactions may occur among the
steady-state and electro–mechanical damping controllers [14].
Ref. [15]–[17], have shown that coordinated control of HVDC
links can improve the dynamic stability of the ac system and
increase the secure transfer capacity.
The supplementary control structure for POD can be designed either as centralized or decentralized. Both reactive and
active power can be considered, reactive power modulation
follows straightforward control design as it is modulated
individually in the converters. The proposed control structure
can easily be combined with reactive power control following
standard design procedures. In centralized control communication of the set-point change is needed from the controller
to the terminals which obviously is a drawback e.g. reduced
reliability and data latency [18]. In decentralized control the
controller is placed in one or several of the terminals and
the other terminals change their power according to the dc
voltage droop. The drawback in this case is instead that the
controllability is not fully used. This is since the power change
relies on the dc voltage droop and the power change might
not be in the direction of highest damping (highest relative
controllability) for the specific inter-area mode [19].
This paper contributes with a new decentralized control
structure for POD based on dc voltage loop-shaping to maximize the relative controllability. In addition, it presents a comparison of present control structures for inter-area oscillation
damping. This new decentralized control structure provides the
maximal relative controllability and does not imply commu-
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(1)

where Ploss−k the power loss and Vdc−k the dc voltage at
converter k, respectively.
Operation of the terminals is important for the dynamic
behavior of the dc system. Each terminal can either work in
P-control, Vdc -control mode or a combination of those modes.
The combined mode is called droop (proportional) control
implying the terminals share the burden to maintain the dc
voltage i.e. power balance. For a stable system, at least one
terminal needs to support the dc voltage.
In droop mode, the power offset Pdc−k−e in terminal k due
to voltage deviation is given by
Pdc−k−e = K p (Vdc−k − Vdc−re f −k )

(2)

where K p is the constant voltage droop gain and V dc−re f −k
is the reference value of the dc voltage. A value of K p = ∞

...

Pdc−k = −(Pac−k + Ploss−k ) = −Vdc−k Id−k

...

Cm

Modeling of the VSC is in the decoupled d-q reference
frame where the direct, d-axis, is aligned with the positive
voltage sequence at the point of common coupling and the
quadrature, q-axis, is displaced by 90 degrees. The phaselocked loop (PLL) tracks changes in the system frequency
and adjusts the speed of rotation of the reference frame
accordingly. The PLL is implemented in PowerFactory with
the standard PLL using KP−PLL = 3 and KI−PLL = 1 which
gives sufficiently fast response. Further details are left out of
the scope of this article, readers are referred to [20] for a
detailed description. In this article the power/current is defined
as positive flowing from the ac grid to the dc grid.
The inner current control loop is the most important control
of the VSC and relates d-q quantities to the ac system
quantities. In this study the dynamic of the inner current loop
can be neglected since it has much higher bandwidth than the
dc voltage control. This outer control loop gives the reference
values of the d and q currents i.e., I d−re f and Iq−re f . Thus, the
Iq and Id currents are related to the reactive and active power
injections, respectively. Furthermore, the I d is directly coupled
to the dc voltage. The active power output Pdc of terminal k
is given by

=

A. The dc system

m

To study interactions, models of the dc and ac systems are
developed, described in the two following subsections.

~/

II. L INEAR MODELING OF DC AND AC SYSTEMS

Sacm
C
VS

nication between terminals, instead it takes advantage of dc
voltage loop shaping control.
The paper continues as follows: Section II describes the
linear modeling of the MTDC-VSC grid and ac system and,
develops the combined model. Section III performs linear
analysis and presents the theory of the phase compensating
controller. Next section presents the new control structure and
compares it to present control structures. In Section V the
maximum relative controllability is found and the novel dc
voltage closed loop shaping is explained. Section VI presents
the simulation result in the Nordic32 test system including the
five terminal dc grid in PowerFactory/Digsilent.
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A generalized MTDC grid.

indicates the terminal is in strict voltage control and K p = 0
means the terminal is in power control mode.
Modeling of the dc grid is given by the capacitor charging
and inductor current basic differential equations. The generalized MTDC grid is depicted in Fig. 1.
The differential equation describing the voltage change at
node k is given by
V̇dc−k =

1
(Id−k − ∑ IL− j )
Ccap−k
j∈Ω

∀k

(3)

k

Ωk contains the indexes of all branches connected to node
k with line currents of branch j being I L− j and, Ccap−k the
capacitance of converter k.
The current change in line j connecting nodes k and m is
described by
I˙L− j =

1
LL− j

(−RL− j IL− j + Vdc−k − Vdc−m )

∀ j

(4)

where R is the resistance and, L the inductance and, V dc−k and
Vdc−m are the dc voltages at node k and m, respectively.
The open loop dc system has the structure, based on (3) and
(4), as follows
ẋdc = Adc xdc + Bdc udc

(5)

where xdc = [Vdc−1 . . .Vdc−m IL−1 . . . IL−p ] for m nodes and p
lines xdc ∈ Rm+p and the control variables u dc = [I1 . . . Im ],
udc ∈ Rm . The closed loop system using only droop control
has the feedback signal as follows
udc = −K pCdc xdc

(6)

with Cdc having one on the main diagonal and zero elsewhere,
Cdc ∈ Rm×(m+p) . To design the local feedback controller for
the dc voltage several aspects need to be considered and there
is trade off among steady-state dc voltage error and disturbance
attenuation over the frequency spectrum. The closed loop
response has earlier been carefully analyzed in [5], where
the droop gain impact on the dc system frequency response
is analyzed using singular value decomposition (SVD). From
the MIMO model of the MTDC system the droop gain is
found through the SVD by varying the droop gain, selecting
the largest gain with some margin, fulfilling the dc voltage
steady-state error for example 10% off-set.
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B. The ac system
The injected power S ac−k to the ac grid, neglecting the
losses, by VSC k is given by
Sac−k = Vd−k (Id−k − jIq−k ).

(7)

The ac power system can be described by a set of nonlinear algebraic and differential equations. To study inter-area
oscillations a linearized model is sufficient which as described
by
ẋac = Aac xac + Bac Idc
yac = Cac xac

(8)
(9)

where xac = [δ ω Eq ], δ and ω are the generator rotor angles
and speeds, respectively, E q is the internal generator voltage
and, yac is the output vector. B ac Idc relates the ac state variables
and power injections of the MTDC system.
C. ac and dc system
Combining the linear ac and dc models gives the equations
as follow
 
ẋ
ẋ = ac =
ẋdc
 

 
 0

xac
A
Bac
+ 0 Bdc
= ac
0 Adc − Bdc K pCdc xdc
udc
= Ax + Bu
y = Cx

(10)
(11)

In the linearized model, the dc system is independent of the
ac system. However, the ac system depends on the dc system,
in particular, the power injections of the terminals.
To show the difference of the ac and dc systems the relation
of the quantities are given in Table I. The different time scales
becomes obvious studying the system inertia and energy [21].
Table I
Q UANTITY RELATION IN DC AND AC SYSTEMS
Characteristic
Power balance
Voltage change
Steady-state connection impedance

ac
f
V sin(δ )
X

dc
Vdc
ΔVdc
R

Real power transfer

V j Vk sin(δ )
X jk

Vdc ΔVdc
Rdc

System inertia

J

Ccap

System energy

Jω2
2

2
CVdc
2

oscillations in the ac system, one needs to find the mode of
interest for further analysis of this mode.
In the analysis the control variables, control directions,
and feedback signals (measurements) are of main importance
[22]. The set of control variables are already defined by the
terminals and their placement defines the influence on the ac
system. The control direction is not pre-defined as the active
power can be modulated independently in the terminals with
the restriction of keeping the power balance (dc voltage) giving
the freedom of dimension m − 1.
The relative controllability of different input directions for
a particular eigenvalue i can be expressed as
T
B)T .
bi = (ϕLi

(14)

Furthermore, the relative observability of different outputs can
be expressed as
oi = CϕRi .

(15)

The feedback signals, which are some linear combination of
the states, are the measurements.
The residue, which is the product of the relative controllability and observability, can be expressed by
Ri = oi bTi .

(16)

There are other methods to analyse the system which are
in detailed described and evaluated in [23]. For instance the
Popov–Belevitch–Hautus is based on singular values of the
controllability and observability matrices for a certain mode.
The geometric measures, instead, provides similar measure as
the residue with the advantage of being normalized. This is the
quantitative measure of shifting eigenvalue i in the complex
plane by the feedback loop α H ac (s). Larger value of R i means
lower feedback gain α , i.e. control effort, is needed to shift
the eigenvalue. It is desirable to use lower control effort and
therefore larger value of the residue is beneficial. To shift the
eigenvalue to the left in the complex plane the phase of the
feedback loop, for the eigenvalue of interest, needs to be phase
compensated to 180 degrees (or 0 degrees depending on if one
uses positive or negative feedback). Then the eigenvalue can
be shifted to the left by the gain α . To create such feedback
loop the lead-lag control block can be used combined with a
washout filter which commonly is the high-pass filter to avoid
steady state deviation. The controller H ac (s) is given by


sTw
1 + sT2 γ
Hac (s) =
,
(17)
1 + sTw 1 + sT1
and the control signal is then given by
Udc (s) = α Hac (s)Bac (s)Cac−k Xac (s).

III. L INEAR ANALYSIS
The system description (10) and (11) is analyzed by the
eigenvalue and eigenvector analysis as
AϕRi = λi ϕRi

(12)

T
ϕLi
A=

(13)

T
ϕLi
λi

where ϕRi and ϕLi are the right and left eigenvectors for
eigenvalue i, λ i . Since the objective is to damp inter-area

(18)

To design the supplementary controller for an inter-area
mode the control direction and feedback signal need to be
defined.
The relative controllability is determined by the physical
location of the VSC and can therefore not be affected by the
POD controller, however, it can be maximal utilized by an
optimized control structure. Moreover, the relative controllability is usually higher when the VSC is connected electrically
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close. As for all controllers, centralized or decentralized, the
maximal relative controllability of a mode cannot be changed,
as the system topology then would need to be changed.
The next section describes different control structures and
their impact.
IV. S UPPLEMENTARY CONTROL DESIGN
The generator bus frequency or voltage deviation are local
measurements with often high observability of inter-area oscillations. Measures, like generator angle deviation of internal
voltage E  , would require communication to the controller, and
for some control structures, additional communication from
the controller to the different converters. In [24], a criterion
to select the most suitable input-output pair for the design of
PSS for WPP is presented. This considers the control design
limitations with respect to local feedback signal selections.
Further analysis may be carried out to find the most suitable
feedback signal when modeling the system with input and output disturbance signals but is left out of this paper. However,
the control structure of MTDC systems for supplementary
inter-area oscillations damping can be constructed in several
ways. An overview of the different control structures is given
in Table IV-A. In this section different options are stated and
the new control structure design is presented.
The control signals can be provided to the terminals in two
ways as follows
• centralized control which sends the modulating set-point
to each terminal,
• decentralized control where one or several local controllers provide the modulating set-point to the local terminal and let the power modulation in the other terminals
happen through the dc voltage control.
In each group there are different possibilities described below.
A. Control structure
The control problem can be divided into two parts which are
the observability and controllability, combined, the measure
of residue. The focus of this article is to study the relative
controllability and its dependency on the control structure.
Clearly, linear analysis indicates that the residue highly
depends on the control structure where the measurement
signals are related to the observability of the system. Different
control structures are discussed below
Decentralized control
a Decentralized basic control structure without communication uses a local measurement and modulates the power in
one terminal, shown in Fig. 2(a). Consequently the other
terminals react upon the dc voltage change resulting in
power change according to the dc voltage droop defining
the control direction.
b Several decentralized basic controllers, as described in
(a), without communication among them are installed in
several or all terminals. The control direction is the sum
of the power set-points depending on the dc voltage droop
settings, the control structure is shown in Fig. 2(b).

Table II
OVERVIEW OF THE DIFFERENT CONTROL STRUCTURES .

Centralized
Decentralized
Communication
Local meas.
WAMS
Relative controllab.
Low
Medium
High

a

b

X

X

X

X

c
X

d
X

X
X

X

e
X

X

X
(X)

X

X

X
X
X

Centralized control
c Centralized basic control with terminal communication uses
a local measurement and communicates the power-set points
to each terminal as depicted in Fig. 2(c).
d Centralized master control with full communication where
wide-area measurements signals (WAMS) are sent to
the master controller. The controller derives the power
set-points and sends out these to all the terminals, this
is depicted in Fig. 2(d). This control structure relies
on communication from the measurement points to the
controller and from the controller to the terminals.

B. New control structure - Decentralized control with dc
voltage loop shaping
e The new control structure maximizes the relative controllability by dc voltage closed loop shaping. Instead of communication, the power change is communicated in the dc
voltage. Only one controller receives the power modulation
signal, consequently, the other terminals react on the dc voltage change. This occurs according to the designed closed
loop gain, aiming to maximize the relative controllability.
The structure is shown in Figs. 2(e) and 3, and details are
given in Subsection V.
Since this paper focuses on the small signal stability Hac
and Hdc will not vary depending on the disturbance. However,
they may change depending on the operating point of the
system as in all cases based on linearization.
V. M AXIMIZING THE RELATIVE CONTROLLABILITY OF
THE AC / DC SYSTEM
In the new method the control signals are instead transferred
via the dc voltage where the novel idea is to optimize the
relative controllability by introducing a new dc voltage control.
Changing the reference signal in one terminal, u re f −dc−m (s),
changes the output of the other terminals according to the
closed loop gain evaluated at the certain frequency of the
mode. The dynamic of the dc voltage is very fast, thus, the
delay in power change response in the other terminals is negligible valid in the frequency band of the inter-area oscillations.
The new dc voltage control method performs closed loop
shaping in the frequency band of inter-area oscillations, which
makes the terminals to take different share, defining the control
directions.
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participating in the droop control reacts by changing their
power to maintain the dc voltage. It can be realized that the
droop control does not necessarily provide the best relative
controllability as the share among the terminals, i.e. control
direction, may not be aligned with the direction of highest
relative controllability. Therefore a new method is proposed
which performs loop shaping of the closed loop dc voltage
mainly influenced at the frequency of the inter-area mode.
The loop shaping aims to maximize the relative controllability
without the use of communication among the terminals. The
power converter to be selected to install the main damper
controller is evaluated from the residue analysis, the location
with largest absolute value of the residue should be selected
unless there are other reasons to place it somewhere else.
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Ri (k, k) = Cac−kVR−iVL−i Bdc BMT DC ( jωi ) =
= Ri BMT DC ( jωi ).
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(e) dc voltage loop shaping design
Figure 2.

Five different control structures for POD control.

The power change in all the terminals is described by the
closed loop transfer function of the MTDC system given by
Gdc (s)
ure f −dc (s) =
1 + K pGdc (s)
= BMT DC (s)ure f −dc (s).

Ydc (s) =

where BMT DC ( jωi ) is the closed loop transfer function of the
MTDC system evaluated at the frequency of mode i.
The size of the residue indicates the combined relative
observability and controllability, thus larger value indicates
proper location for the damping controller.
To maximize the relative controllability, the control direction should be aligned with a certain row in the residue R i in
(20). However, this is subjected to certain conditions which
may interfere with this. To find a unique solution we let the
control signals be in the range between ±1 and the sum of
the control signals be equal to zero for power balance.
This can be formulated, for each feedback signal k, as an
optimization problem to find the direction of highest gain for
eigenvalue i as follows
max

|Ri−k ui−m | = | ∑ Ri−k (k, j)u( j)|

(21)

|ui−m (k)| = 1

(22)

∑ ui−m( j) = 0

(23)

∀j
j=k

(19)

Using constant dc voltage droop, changing the set-point in one
of the terminals changes the power in the other terminals in
the opposite direction, i.e. phase shifted 180 degrees. This is
since the injected power balance is disturbed and the terminals

(20)

s.t.

j

|ui−m ( j)| ≤ 1

∀j
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where uk−i is the control direction of Converter k for eigenvalue i.
This is an optimization problem with complex numbers,
thus, the problem possesses a continuous phase as in contrast
to real number optimization problems. The linear programming cannot be used to solve this problem although it seems
linear. Nevertheless, the problem can be transformed to second
order cone programming (SOCP) by


 ℜ(Ri ) 

(25)
∑  ℑ(Ri ) 
2
where R(×) and ℑ(×) denote the real and imaginary parts,
respectively. This second order cone programming problem
can be solved using e.g. GAMS.
Solving (21)-(24) gives the optimal control direction u ∗m−i
which maximizes the residue of eigenvalue i for feedback
signal k.
The optimization is very fast and can be run if the operating
point is changed to be re-tune the parameters. Similar to other
controllers where a change in the operating point of the ac system changes the true model. Although, dc power flow changes
has minor influence on the control direction, modulating the
power in one converter, this can easily be considered by retuning of the controller applying the optimization procedure.
B. dc voltage loop shaping
The MTDC system should respond in the direction of
highest gain, as previously described, implying the need for
re-shaping of the closed loop dc voltage response. This should
appear without affecting the steady-state and high frequency
gain implying different responds over frequency occurring
through all-pass filters. The new dc voltage control has the
following structure
⎤
0
...
Hdc−1 (s)
⎢
0
Hdc−2 (s) 0 . . .⎥
Kopt (s) = Kp ⎣
⎦
..
.
0
...
⎡

(26)

The local dc voltage controller m where the damping controller
is installed is given by
Hdc−m (s) = 1

(27)

For each terminal j = m, depending on the value of the optimal
direction u∗i−m ( j), the feedback gain is given by
if u∗i−m ( j) < 0
u∗i−m ( j) − sTa
1 + sTb
Hdc− j (s) = ∗
ui−m ( j) + sTb
1 − sTa

(28)

if u∗i−m ( j) > 0

2   ∗

ui−m ( j) − sTa 2
1 + sTb
Hdc− j (s) =  ∗
(29)
1 − sTa
ui−m ( j) + sTb
if u∗i−m ( j) = 0
1 + sTb ε − sTa
Hdc− j (s) =
ε + sTb 1 − sTa

(30)

where ε is a small number and Ta and Tb are the parameters in
the all-pass filter. The parameters Ta and Tb will be the same
for each converter. Ta and Tb are designed such that the phase
shift occurs just before the frequency of the mode of interest
and the next phase shift occurs just after. The steepness of the
filter is designed sufficient slope in order not to interfere with
the disturbance attenuation of any input disturbance, similar to
[5]. These filters do not change the high frequency or steadystate gains of each local dc voltage controller.
Thus, the closed loop transfer function is given by
Gdc (s)
ure f −dc (s) =
1 + Kopt (s)Gdc (s)
= B∗MT DC (s)ure f −dc (s)

Ydc (s) =

(31)

and has the output direction u ∗i−m for eigenvalue i and the
damping controller in terminal m i.e.
u∗i−m = B∗MT DC ( jωi )ure f −dc−m ( jωi )

(32)

resulting in the maximum residue value R ∗i−m .
The ac POD design in (17), belongs to a very robust control
design with large phase margin and is therefore not sensitive
to parameter changes, like change in mode frequency. This
design is commonly used in generator excitation system PSS
and POD for single HVDC links, working at various operating
points. The dc voltage control structure is also robust as it
works within a range of frequencies, considered in the design
(26). Moreover, the sensitivity of the input direction can be
analyzed through the singular value decomposition or looking
at the sensitivity of the residues.
VI. F IVE TERMINAL EXAMPLE INTEGRATED IN THE
N ORDIC TEST SYSTEM
A five terminal MTDC system is integrated in the Nordic32
test system, as depicted in Fig. 4. The linear analysis of the
Nordic system indicates a poorly damped inter-area mode,
Mode 1, at 0.57 Hz [25]. The objective is to increase the
damping of this mode by active power modulation in the
MTDC system. In this example system the VSC is connected
electrically close to one of the generators with high participation in the mode of interest. If this is not the case, instead
located electrically far from the participating generators, the
relative controllability is significantly reduced. However, the
method maximizes the relative controllability for any placement and provides better damping compared to conventional
control structure as the input is not necessarily aligned with
the direction providing maximal damping in the latter case.
The method can design the filter parameters for any system
topology and depends on this topology. If the system under
study has several modes, which are poorly damped, another
controller can be installed in parallel following the same
design procedure as earlier described. This could mean that
one converter will have two POD controllers connected or
that they are placed in different converters.
In this case study only one local frequency measurement
is used to show that the mode can be damped quite well
using the new method. However, the method works for both
for decentralized and centralized control.
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control structure has a positive effect on the POD compared
to the basic control where the proportional dc voltage droop
is applied.

Table III
R ESIDUES
Conv
1
2
3
4
5

5

0

−5

−10

R∗Mode1−opt
0.3667+i0.0290
0.1191-i0.0075
0.4412+i0.0292
0.3847+i0.0314
0.6831+i0.0321

|RMode1−Basic |
0.1477
0.0219
0.0319
0.0286
0.2066

RMode1−Basic
0.1469+i0.0156
0.0217-i0.0025
0.0315+i0.0051
0.0281+i0.0053
0.2066+i0.0036

No POD
Basic POD
Closed loop DC voltage design

10

Angle deviation, degrees

The new dc voltage loop shaping control utilizes the optimal
control direction by the local dc voltage controllers. In Tab.
III the residues are compared and the absolute value of the
residue is most relevant.
The table shows that the better location for the damping
controller is Converter 5. It can also be noted that the residue
is increased by a factor of slightly more than 3 which implies
the new control method is this factor more effective than basic
control. The optimal control direction for the controller in
Converter 5 is u ∗Mode1−5 = [1 1 0 − 1 − 1]. Furthermore,
simulations are run for two disturbances and the result is
compared for the two different control structures.

|R∗Mode1−opt |
0.3678
0.1194
0.4421
0.3860
0.6839

0

2

Figure 5.
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control.
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Power modulation of the terminals for the case of POD basic
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5
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−20

4012
~

0
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North

External

5

−10

Power, MW

The disturbance in this case is a load increase by 10 %
at t=1 s, corresponding to 200 MW, at bus 4072 for the
duration of 1 s. The result is shown in Fig. 5, where the angle
difference of Generators 4072 and 4063 are displayed which
are representative of the system’s behavior. In Figs. 6 and 7
the power change is shown of each terminal of the two POD
controllers. The peak power is similar in both POD controllers
for Converter 5 but differs for the other terminals. The new
POD controller, based on dc voltage closed loop shaping,
utilizes the other terminals to a larger extent as it takes the
control direction of highest damping into account. This new
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Figure 7. Power modulation of the terminals for the case of POD control
using dc voltage loop shaping design.
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Figure 4.
system.

Nordic 32A
Cigré System

Overview of the Nordic test system with five terminal MTDC

A solid three phase to ground fault occurs at Bus 4031
occurs at t=1 s which is cleared at t=1.1 s. The result of this
disturbance is shown in Fig. 8. Clearly the new POD controller,
based on closed loop dc voltage shaping, performs better than
basic POD control as it utilizes the control direction of higher
gain.
Clearly, the new dc voltage loop shaping design method has
the advantage that it eliminates the communication between
the terminals and drawbacks related to this.
It was identified that the new dc voltage loop shaping
control method has similar performance as a centralized POD
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controller, under ideal case e.g. no communication delay, using communication. However, communication delay and data
package loss may cause problems and even cause instability.
In addition, it is hard to compensate for data latency as it
is not always constant which emphasizes the great advantage
with the proposed control structure.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
This article presents a novel supplementary controller for
electro–mechanical oscillation damping through active power
modulation of MTDC systems.
The new method maximizes the relative controllability in
which highest damping for each mode is achieved. The novel
controller performs dc voltage loop shaping to maximize the
relative controllability by only sending the control signal to
one converter, which could be based on either local or widearea measurements. The new dc voltage loop shaping control
method gets round the need of communication between the
terminals and avoids the drawbacks, such as delay, related to
this. Instead the other converters react upon a change in the dc
voltage, in the direction of maximum relative controllability as
a consequence to the novel closed loop shaping. Simulations
performed in the Nordic32 test system implemented in PowerFactory/Digsilent including a five terminal MTDC system
show promising results.
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